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Plastic and Nonplastic Pyramidal Cells
Perform Unique Roles in a Network
Capable of Adaptive Redundancy Reduction

processing capabilities, are likely to speed progress to-
ward this goal.

Pyramidal cells within the primary electrosensory pro-
cessing region, the electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL)
of South American weakly electric fish, were studied.
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These cells are subdivided into two broad morphological2 Department of Cellular and Molecular Medicine
categories; basilar and nonbasilar cells distinguishable3 Department of Physics
by the presence and absence of basilar dendrites (Maler,University of Ottawa
1979). The former, also known as E cells, receive directOntario K1N 6N5
electroreceptor afferent input and respond to increasedCanada
afferent activity with excitation. The nonbasilar cells, I
cells, are driven disynaptically via inhibitory interneurons
and respond to increased afferent input with inhibition
(Maler et al., 1981; Saunders and Bastian, 1984). Thus,Summary
these cells are functionally similar to retinal On and Off
ganglion cells. Previous work showed that both cellPyramidal cells show marked variation in their mor-
types are highly variable in their dendritic structure. Thisphology, including dendritic structure, which is corre-
variation is negatively correlated with spontaneous firinglated with physiological diversity; however, it is not
frequency and adaptation time constant (Bastian andknown how this variation is related to a cell’s role
Courtright, 1991) but positively correlated with the pro-within neural networks. In this report, we describe corre-
pensity for burst-like firing (Bastian and Nguyenkim,lations among electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) py-
2001). The biophysics of bursting is well understoodramidal cells’ highly variable dendritic morphology and
(Doiron et al., 2002; Lemon and Turner, 2000). Receptivetheir ability to adaptively cancel redundant inputs via
field organization also varies with dendritic morphologyan anti-Hebbian form of synaptic plasticity. A subset
as does the ability to encode the temporal characteris-of cells, those with the largest apical dendrites, are
tics of naturalistic stimuli (Bastian et al., 2002). In addi-plastic, but those with the smallest dendrites are not.
tion, pyramidal cells vary in their expression of intracellu-A model of the network’s connectivity predicts that
lar messaging machinery associated with synapticefficient redundancy reduction requires that nonplas-
plasticity (Berman et al., 1995; Zupanc et al., 1992). Thus,tic cells provide feedback input to those that are plas-
these electrosensory neurons provide an excellenttic. Anatomical results confirm the model’s prediction
model for studies of how morphological and physiologi-of optimal network architecture. These results provide
cal variation within a neuronal category contributes toa demonstration of different roles for morphological/
the information processing capabilities of a well-definedphysiological variants of a single cell type within a
network.neural network performing a well-defined function.

Weakly electric fish generate a continuous quasisi-
nusoidal electric organ discharge (EOD) producing anIntroduction
electric field around the body, which they monitor with
electroreceptors scattered over the body surface. Ob-Central neurons of a given morphological class, such
jects in the environment distort the EOD field, providingas cortical or hippocampal pyramidal cells, show enor-
information useful for electrolocation or prey detection

mous morphological and biochemical variability (Ban-
(Bastian, 1986a; Nelson and MacIver, 1999). Changes

nister and Larkman, 1995; Larkman and Mason, 1990).
in the animal’s posture, as occur when the animals ex-

This diversity is correlated with numerous physiological plore the environment, also result in large changes in
properties including cable structure, ion channel distri- EOD field strength and electroreceptor activity, which
butions, spontaneous firing patterns and dendritic spik- could interfere with electrolocation (Bastian, 1999).
ing, burst production, and the ability to detect coincident These reafferent inputs are predictable, and an adaptive
synaptic inputs (for reviews, see Haüsser and Mel, 2003; mechanism, which utilizes electrosensory feedback as
Koch and Segev, 2000; Segev and London, 2000), as well as proprioceptive signals related to posture, can-
well as the presence of intracellular signaling systems cels responses to these redundant stimuli (Bastian,
associated with synaptic plasticity (Jones et al., 1994). 1995). An LTD-like form of anti-Hebbian plasticity at
Despite detailed understanding of the dependence of the apical dendritic synapses underlies the cancellation
physiological properties on neuronal structure, specific mechanism in this and other species (for reviews, see
roles for different morphological variants within a given Bell et al., 1997; Bell, 2001).
cell class have yet to be discovered. Understanding the The discharges of other electric fish also modulate
roles of single neurons in terms of the overall function the amplitude of the EOD field, providing electrocom-
of specific networks remains a major challenge (Haüsser munication information (Hagedorn and Heiligenberg,
et al., 1999), and studies exploiting relatively simple sys- 1985). Responses to the periodic beat patterns resulting
tems, with well-described organization and information- from the interaction of multiple EODs are also attenuated

by the cancellation mechanism. In this case, however,
cancellation must rely on electrosensory feedback*Correspondence: jbastian@ou.edu
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study is verified by the more recent data (r � �0.74,
p � 0.001, open symbols only), and no differences were
seen contingent upon cell type (E versus I). Thus, pyra-
midal cells will be used to refer to these neurons gener-
ally, but E or I cells will be used when referring to specific
types. The relationship between spontaneous firing rate
and apical dendritic size (regression line of Figure 1)
allows estimates of dendritic morphology to be inferred
from measures of spontaneous activity recorded with
extracellular techniques, which are less likely to damage
cells and alter responses.

Responses to naturalistic stimulation patterns, such
as sinusoidal amplitude modulations (SAMs) of the EOD,
are also correlated with dendritic size. Phase histograms
of large-dendrite pyramidal cell responses to SAM stim-

Figure 1. Correlations of Pyramidal Cell Dendritic Size with Sponta-
uli, presented to the entire fish (global geometry), areneous Firing Frequency
typically flat (Figure 2A), but the activity of small-dendriteOpen circles and triangles indicate E and I cells filled and recon-
cells is always strongly modulated by this stimulus (Fig-structed in this study. Filled circles indicate E cells filled and recon-
ure 2B). Vector strength, which ranges from 0 to 1 (0structed previously. Best-fit line is given by dendritic length �

8613 � 145 � spontaneous rate (r � �0.73, all data, n � 36). indicating random relationship and 1 indicating perfect
phase locking to the stimulus) was used to quantify
responses to SAMs. This measure was negatively corre-

alone, since there are no proprioceptive signals related lated with dendritic size (Figure 2C, r � �0.73, n � 44,
to the stimulus. Importantly, since all electrosensory p � 0.001).
information is initially processed by ELL pyramidal cells, The negative correlation relating responsiveness to
the electrosensory feedback used for cancellation could global SAMs and apical dendrite size may reflect differ-
itself be modified as cancellation proceeds. The conse- ences among pyramidal cells’ receptive fields (RFs).
quences of such modifiable feedback on the cancella- Previous work showed that cells with small apical den-
tion mechanism are not well understood. Here we de- drites had relatively small surround areas compared to
scribe the relationship between pyramidal cell apical the centers of their antagonistic center-surround RFs
dendritic morphology and plasticity at synapses that (Bastian et al., 2002). Their responsiveness to global
convey sensory feedback information to these same stimuli may, at least in part, be a consequence of poor
cells. We show that the ability to perform this cancella- common mode rejection due to unbalanced RF centers
tion is highly correlated with the size of a cell’s apical and surrounds. The unresponsiveness of large-dendrite
dendrite and that cells with the smallest dendrites are cells suggests that the efficacy of their RF centers and
not plastic. Based on well-characterized circuitry (Maler surrounds are better matched. However, the apparent
et al., 1982; Sas and Maler, 1987), we constructed a close match of center-surround efficacy requires func-
network model to test the effects of having the feedback tional feedback inputs to these cells. Pharmacological
fluctuate as adaptive cancellation proceeds. The model blockade of this feedback renders large-dendrite cells
predicts that nonplastic cells are required for the cancel- highly sensitive to global stimuli (Figure 4C; Bastian,
lation to occur. Furthermore, the efficiency of the cancel- 1996a). Stimulation of RF centers alone evokes strong
lation is maximized if the feedback to the plastic cells responses for both large- and small-dendrite cells (Bas-
is driven exclusively by the nonplastic neurons. Anatom- tian et al., 2002).
ical studies verified the models prediction that input to
the higher-order source of this feedback is predomi- Pyramidal Cell Adaptive Plasticity
nantly from morphologically identified nonplastic cells. and Dendritic Structure

Pyramidal cells adaptively cancel predictable patterns
of afferent electrosensory input via an anti-Hebbian formResults
of synaptic plasticity. To gauge a cell’s ability to perform
this cancellation, single neuron responses to global SAMPyramidal Cell Spontaneous Firing Frequencies

and Responses to Amplitude Modulations stimuli were compared before and after a “training ses-
sion” in which the inputs to the RF center and surroundCovary with Apical Dendritic Structure

An earlier study established a strong negative correla- were deliberately unbalanced. A small stimulation dipole
was positioned 1 to a few mm lateral to the fish’s skintion between pyramidal cell apical dendrite size and

spontaneous firing frequency (r � �0.78, p � 0.001; within the RF center. SAM stimuli applied via this local
dipole in conjunction with the global SAM (G�L stimula-Bastian and Courtright, 1991). Spontaneous firing fre-

quency refers to activity in the presence of the normal tion) alters the relative intensity of RF center and sur-
round stimulation. Plastic cells adjust the strength ofunmodulated EOD. The summed apical dendritic lengths

of the 19 E cells from this earlier study (filled circles) synaptic input to their apical dendrites in the direction
that minimizes responses to this new afferent inputalong with the dendritic lengths of an additional 9 E

(open circles) and 8 I (open triangles) cells filled in the pattern.
As expected, large-dendrite cells respond weakly, ifcurrent study are plotted as a function of spontaneous

rate (Figure 1). The strong correlation seen in the earlier at all, to initial presentations of a global SAM stimulus
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global stimulus caused strong responses (compare Fig-
ures 3A2 and 3A4). Importantly, the phase of the cell’s
response was opposite that expected for E cells, which
are normally driven by increasing, not decreasing, EOD
amplitude. Responses following such paired stimula-
tion, termed negative image responses (Bell et al., 1997),
are due to changed apical dendritic synaptic strengths
designed to cancel the G�L stimulus and are typically
180� out of phase with responses to the G�L stimulus.
With continued global stimulation, cells gradually revert
to their initial unresponsive state. In the absence of con-
tinuous global stimulation, negative image responses
persist for at least 30 min (Bastian, 1996a). If during G�L
stimulation the local stimulus is presented in antiphase
relative to the global, plastic changes develop in a similar
fashion but the polarity of the negative image response
is inverted and therefore appropriate for canceling this
pattern of the G�L stimulus (Figures 3A5–3A8). Earlier
studies verified that strong local stimuli applied to the
RF center alone fail to cause plastic changes in pyrami-
dal cell responses (Bastian, 1995, 1996a, 1996b).

Strong local stimuli, which increased the stimulus am-
plitude within the RF center about 5-fold, were used in
these experiments to evoke the largest plastic changes
that the cell was capable of producing. Hence, little to
no change in responses was seen over the duration
of the G�L stimulation, because the evolving negative
image inputs were insufficient to cancel the strong RF
center stimulation. With less intense local stimuli (2–3�
increases at the RF center), a gradual loss of respon-
siveness to the G�L stimulus is seen (Figure 7A1; Bas-
tian, 1995, 1996a).

Reconstruction of this cell revealed the typical mor-
phology of E cells found superficially in the ELL pyr-
amidal cell layer (Figure 3A9). This neuron, located in
the most lateral region of the ELL, extended a long
basilar dendrite into the ELL deep fiber layer (df) where
receptor afferents terminate. Its complex apical dendrite
(summed length of dendritic branches � 9072 �m) tra-
versed the full extent of the overlying dorsal and ventral
molecular layers (DML, VML). The ELL laminae are highly

Figure 2. Pyramidal Cell Responses to Global Sinusoidal AMs Are compressed in this lateral region, and this cell was dis-
Correlated with Apical Dendritic Size torted in the dorsoventral dimension compared to neu-
(A and B) Phase histograms summarizing a low-frequency (13.2 rons from more medial regions of the ELL (see Figure
spikes/s) and high-frequency (40.2 spikes/s) E cells’ responses to

8B). The basilar dendrite had a more sinuous appear-4 Hz SAM stimuli, respectively. Vector strengths for these histo-
ance than typical, and the apical dendritic tree becamegrams are 0.06 (p � 0.1) and 0.55 (p � 0.001), respectively. p values
highly compressed as it coursed through the superficialdetermined via the Rayleigh statistic (Batschelet, 1981).

(C) Scatter plot relating pyramidal cell responsiveness, measured regions of the DML.
as the phase histogram mean vector, to the apical dendritic size Cells with the smallest apical dendrites not only re-
measured from filled cells (open symbols) or inferred from the rela- spond strongly to initial presentations of global stimuli
tionship of spontaneous firing rate to dendritic size (filled symbols). but also fail to adaptively cancel novel stimulus patterns
Circles and triangles indicate data from E (n � 23) and I (n � 21)

(Figures 3B1–3B9). This cell (dendritic length � 1788cells, respectively.
�m) responded as strongly to the G�L stimulus as did
the large-dendrite cell; however, no negative image re-

(Figures 3A1 [G1] and 3A2). Addition of the local stimulus sponses were seen following G�L stimulation (compare
to the RF center evoked strong responses during the Figures 3B2 and 3B4). Likewise, no negative image re-
positive-going phase of the SAM as expected for E cells sponses were seen following global plus local stimuli in
(Figures 3A1 [G�L] and 3A3). Following 400 presenta- antiphase (Figures 3B5–3B8). This cell (Figure 3B9) was
tions of the G�L stimulus, both were turned off for 20 s found deep within the pyramidal cell layer (pyr), and the
to allow the cell to recover from the short-term effects small apical dendrite consisted of fewer branches that
of the strong stimulation. Cells showed a fall in activity were restricted to the ventral 50% of the DML.
immediately following the G�L stimulus but spontane- Plastic changes caused by the training paradigm were
ous activity typically recovered to normal within 20 s. quantified by computing the vector difference between

phase histograms of each cell’s response to 100 repli-Following this, reapplication of the initially ineffective
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Figure 3. Contrasting Physiology and Mor-
phology of Plastic and Nonplastic E Cells

(A1) Raster display of spike times during initial
presentation of global stimulus (G1), during
paired global plus local stimuli (G�L), and
global stimuli beginning 20 s after the termi-
nation of the G�L stimulation (G2).
(A2) Phase histograms of responses to 100
replicates of the initial global stimulus, G1
(mean vector � 0.04, p � 0.7).
(A3) Responses to the first 100 replicates of
the G�L stimulus.
(A4) Responses to the first 100 replicates of
the second presentation of the global stimu-
lus, G2 (mean vector � 0.7, p � 0.001).
(A5–A8) Raster display (A5) and phase histo-
grams (A6–A8) summarizing responses of this
same cell before, during, and after stimulation
with global plus local SAMs in antiphase. Vec-
tor strengths of A6 and A8 are 0.16 (p � 0.001)
and 0.71 (p � 0.001), respectively.
(A9) Reconstruction of this E cell (15.2 sp/s
spontaneous rate).
(B1–B8) Responses of a nonplastic E cell to
the same stimulus paradigm as in (A1)–(A8).
Vector strengths for (B2) and (B4) are 0.63
and 0.64. Vector strengths for (B6) and (B8)
are 0.65 and 0.68 (p values all �0.001).
(B9) Reconstruction of this E cell (42.9 sp/s
spontaneous rate).
Abbreviations: ax, axon; df, deep fiber; DML,
dorsal molecular layer of the ELL; EGp ML,
molecular layer of the posterior eminentia
granularis; gr, granule cell layer; pyr, pyrami-
dal cell layer; VML, ventral molecular layer.
(C) Apical dendritic length predicts the
strength of adaptive plasticity. Open circles
and triangles are data from E and I cells, re-
spectively, filled and reconstructed (r � 0.62,
p � 0.008, n � 17). Filled symbols, extracellu-
larly recorded data (r � 0.85, p � 0.001,
n � 27).

cates of the global stimulus immediately preceding and G�L stimulus plus two replicates with the local stimulus
in antiphase. The vector differences for the cells of Fig-following the G�L stimulation. For most cells, means

of these vector differences were computed from two ures 3A and 3B averaged 0.83 and 0.09, respectively;
the former was highly plastic but the latter was not.replicates with the local stimulus in-phase during the
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Figure 3C shows that plasticity, measured as mean
vector difference, is positively correlated with apical
dendritic size (r � 0.72, n � 44, p � 0.001). Although
plasticity is clearly graded over a large range, several
measures indicate that the subset of cells with the small-
est dendrites comprise a nonplastic population. The chi-
square test was used to compare phase histograms of
responses preceding and following the G�L stimulation
(Batschelet, 1981). Cells with dendritic lengths greater
than about 4000 �m all showed highly statistically signif-
icant changes in response, while those with dendrites
smaller than this did not typically show significant
changes. Previous work showed that pyramidal cells’
tendency to produce spike bursts was also correlated
with dendritic size, with a subset of cells having the
smallest apical dendrites being nonbursty (Bastian and
Nguyenkim, 2001). Cells of this study also fell into two
groups depending on whether or not they showed statis-
tically significant spontaneous bursting. Mean dendritic
size of nonbursty cells (x̄ � 3801 �m, SE � 609 �m, n �
10) was significantly smaller than that of bursty cells
(x̄ � 6216 �m, SE � 275 �m, n � 34; p � 0.004, t test).
Additionally, the nonbursty cells’ mean vector differ-
ences were significantly less than those of bursty cells
(x̄ � 0.24, SE � 0.05 and x̄ � 0.47, SE � 0.04, respec-
tively; p � 0.002, t test). Thus, pyramidal cells can be
described as being plastic or nonplastic. The nonplastic
category is characterized by their nonbursting physiol-
ogy and very small apical dendrites. Plastic cells are
bursty, have larger dendrites, and their ability to cancel
redundant inputs is graded with dendritic size.

Figure 4. Identification of Membrane Potential Changes Evoked by
Synaptic Input to Apical DendritesMembrane Potential Changes Associated
Membrane potential and spike rate changes in response to localwith Adaptive Plasticity
stimulation (A1–A3), global stimulation (B1–B3), and global stimula-Functional apical dendritic synaptic input is necessary
tion with CNQX blockade of descending input to apical dendrites

for adaptive plasticity (Bastian, 1996a, 1996b). We there- (C1–C3). (A1), (B1), and (C1) show raw spike records (truncated),
fore tested the hypothesis that the small-dendrite cells’ and black lines show membrane potential following spike removal
lack of plasticity was simply a consequence of insuffi- and low-pass filtering. Lower traces show envelope of the SAM

stimulus. Calibration of C1 lower trace holds for all SAM envelopes.cient or ineffective feedback input to their dendrites.
(A2), (B2), and (C2) are histograms of spike rate measured over 135First, intracellular responses to local were compared
SAM cycles in three cycle epochs with local, global, and globalwith responses to global stimuli. Local stimuli principally
stimulation in the presence of CNQX, respectively. (A3), (B3), and

activate receptor afferent input to the RF center. Global (C3) are averages of Vm computed over the same time periods
stimuli activate inputs to RF center as well as the sur- as the spike rate histograms. Asterisks of (B3) indicate transient
round recruiting feedback input to the apical dendrites. depolarizations linked to ascending and descending inputs to pyra-

midal cells.Thus, comparison of the pattern of membrane potential
(Vm) change due to global versus local stimulation
should help identify the effects of apical dendritic input
(Figure 4). Patterns of Vm change were then analyzed tracks the stimulus envelope. This Vm pattern reflects

primary afferent input to the cell’s basilar dendrite. Stim-to determine if nonplastic cells differ from those showing
robust plasticity in ways that indicate weaker apical ulation with a global SAM stimulus of equivalent ampli-

tude measured at the RF center evoked a weaker patterndendritic inputs (Figure 5).
Spikes were removed from intracellular records by of Vm change (Figure 4B1) and spike responses (Figure

4B2). Global stimuli also evoked a more complex patternreplacing Vm values over the duration of each spike with
the mean of values immediately preceding and following of Vm change that deviated from the envelope of the

AM; depolarizing transients occur in response to botheach spike. The records, absent spikes, were then low-
pass filtered (0 to 100 Hz, 8th order Butterworth). A the rising and falling phases of the AM (Figure 4B3, as-

terisks).sample of the original spike record from an E cell (gray
trace) along with the low-pass filtered Vm record (black To determine the degree to which apical dendritic

inputs contribute to the changed Vm pattern due toline) during local RF center stimulation is shown in Figure
4A1. The period histogram (Figure 4A2) and Vm aver- global stimulation, micropressure injection of the non-

NMDA glutamate antagonist CNQX was used to blockaged over epochs of three consecutive SAM cycles (Fig-
ure 4A3) shows that the cell preferentially fired during excitatory synaptic transmission within the ELL molecu-

lar layers. This technique results in highly localizedthe rising phase of the EOD AM and that Vm accurately
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Figure 5. High- and Low-Frequency Pyrami-
dal Cells Show Biphasic Patterns of Vm
Change in Response to Global Stimuli

(A1 and B1) Original spike records (gray) and
low-passed Vm records with spikes removed
(black) during global stimulation. Lower
traces show EOD SAM envelope. Spontane-
ous firing frequency and dendritic length of
the cell of A1 was 31.4 spikes/s and 2257
�m and that of A2 was 15.2 spikes/s and
9072 �m.
(A2 and B2) Solid lines are averages of Vm
changes during global stimulation prior to
paired global plus local stimulation. Dotted
lines are averages of Vm changes in response
to global stimuli following G�L stimulation.
Time calibration of (A1) holds for (B1) and that
of (A2) holds for (B2). EOD SAM peak-to-peak
amplitude of (A1), (A2) and (B1), (B2) were
0.15 and 0.125 mV/cm, respectively.

blocks of dendritic input (Bastian, 1993). Spike re- Peak-to-peak changes in membrane potential evoked
by global stimulation increased with decreasing apicalsponses (Figure 4C2) and patterns of Vm change (Fig-

ures 4C1 and 4C3) evoked by global stimuli in the pres- dendritic size (r � �0.56, n � 16, p � 0.02). In addition,
the change in Vm due to ascending input was also nega-ence of CNQX were similar to those evoked by local

stimulation. Thus, both depolarizing transients associ- tively correlated with dendritic length (r � �.43, n � 16,
p � 0.1), as was the Vm transient resulting from feedbackated with the global AM falling phase as well as the

reduced response to primary afferent input can be attrib- inputs (r � �0.46, n � 16, p � 0.08). Although these
latter two correlations were not statistically significant,uted to feedback to the apical dendrites. Similar results

were obtained with I cells. In these cases the responses the overall trend indicates that both ascending and de-
scending inputs cause larger changes in Vm in cells,to local stimulation occurred during the falling phase of

the SAM, global stimuli resulted in a biphasic pattern with smaller dendritic arbors possibly reflecting higher
input resistances of these neurons. The small-dendriteof Vm change, and CNQX caused responses to global

stimuli to revert to those evoked by local stimuli. cells’ lack of plasticity, therefore, probably reflects their
lack of critical intracellular signaling systems (BermanComparison of large-dendrite and small-dendrite

cells’ responses to global stimuli shows that complex et al., 1995; Zupanc et al., 1992) rather than ineffective
apical dendritic inputs.patterns of Vm change occur for both types. Spike re-

sponses of small-dendrite cells (Figure 5A1) are more
strongly coupled to the envelope of the EOD AM, and Nonplastic Pyramidal Cells Are Necessary

for Efficient Adaptive Cancellationthe magnitude and periodicity of the Vm changes are
also more pronounced as compared to large-dendrite In order for adaptive cancellation to occur, there must

be a pattern of excitatory and/or inhibitory synaptic inputcells (Figure 5B1). Averages of the Vm records show
that the small-dendrite cell responded with larger Vm to the pyramidal cells’ apical dendrites temporally re-

lated to the afferent input to be cancelled. In the casechanges than did the large dendrite cell during the phase
of the stimulus that evokes feedback electrosensory of reafferent stimuli, such as result from changes in an

animal’s posture, proprioceptive as well as descendinginput (compare Figures 5A2 and 5B2, solid lines, aster-
isks). The dotted lines of Figures 5A2 and 5B2 show the electrosensory information is available. Since the non-

electrosensory inputs are not affected by the cancella-Vm patterns evoked by global stimuli after G�L training.
This treatment had no effect on the Vm pattern recorded tion mechanism, the signal available at the apical

dendrites can remain at least partly unchanged as can-from the small-dendrite cell; however, following G�L
stimulation of the large-dendrite cell, the initially small cellation proceeds. However, the cancellation of electro-

sensory inputs alone, described above, relies solely ontransient reflecting descending inputs was greatly in-
creased, and the transient associated with receptor af- electrosensory feedback. The effects of having the elec-

trosensory feedback signal itself sensitive to the cancel-ferent inputs was attenuated.
Analysis of Vm changes refutes the idea that the lack lation process are not yet understood. To increase our

understanding of the roles of plastic versus nonplasticof plasticity displayed by small-dendrite cells is due to
insufficient feedback input. Instead, feedback input may cells in the cancellation process, we built a neural net-

work model based on the known ELL anatomy.be relatively stronger for cells with smaller dendrites.
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Figure 6A illustrates the anatomical relationship be-
tween ELL pyramidal cells and the source of electrosen-
sory feedback, the n. praeeminentialis dorsalis (nPd).
Only the indirectly descending feedback pathway is
shown for simplicity. The nPd multipolar cells (Mp) re-
ceive input from the pyramidal cells and project to the
caudal cerebellum (posterior eminentia granularis, EGp),
the granule cells (Gr) of which project to the ELL dorsal
molecular layer. The axons of the Gr cells, parallel fibers,
provide excitatory synaptic input to the pyramidal cell
apical dendrites as well as disynaptic inhibitory input
via the stellate cells (St). Since the nPd multipolar cells,
as well as other nPd efferents, ultimately receive their
synaptic inputs from the ELL pyramidal cells, the adap-
tive plasticity could alter the activity pattern of nPd effer-
ents. Thus, characteristics of the plasticity itself could
depend on the degree to which nPd efferent neurons
receive input from the plastic versus nonplastic cells.

The model network is composed of a sensory neuron
layer (e.g., pyramidal cells) modeled as leaky integrate-
and-fire neurons coupled to feedback kernels as de-
picted in Figure 6B (see Experimental Procedures). Sen-
sory input excites and inhibits E and I cells, respectively.
For simplicity, it was assumed that the population con-
sisted of only plastic (p) and nonplastic (np) types, corre-
sponding to the cells with the largest and smallest apical
dendrites. These cells project to higher brain centers
representing the combined nPd and EGp circuitry, and
the relative proportions of plastic and nonplastic inputs
to the feedback kernels are governed by the factors c
and 1 � c, respectively. Thus, the higher brain centers
receive input exclusively from nonplastic cells if c � 0
and exclusively from plastic cells if c � 1.

The higher brain center, �E, sums the contributions
from the E cells, and �I sums the contributions from the
I cells. �E and �I both project back to pyramidal cells
such that �E excites/inhibits IP/EP cells and �I inhibits/
excites IP/EP cells, respectively. Thus, both plastic cell
categories receive descending inhibition and excitation
in phase and antiphase, respectively, with ascending
excitation due to receptor afferent input. Apical dendritic
synaptic weights of plastic cells are allowed to vary
in time in order to implement synaptic plasticity. The
evolution of excitatory synaptic weights is governed by
an anti-Hebbian learning rule, while inhibitory weights
are governed by an inverse rule as described by Nelson
and Paulin (1995). Although, in reality, cells with the
smallest apical dendrites also receive feedback input,

Figure 6. Diagramatic Comparison of Electrosensory Lateral Linetheir feedback gain is fixed in agreement with the obser-
Lobe Circuitry and the Numerical Model Used to Simulate Adaptive

vation that they are not plastic. This allows us to absorb Plasticity of Pyramidal Cells
this “constant” feedback term into the input to the non-

(A) Simplified diagram of ELL circuitry showing electroreceptor input
plastic cells. to E (Ep, Enp) and I (Ip, Inp) cells of plastic (p) and nonplastic (np) types.

The raster plots of Figures 7A1–7A4 contrast the be- These cells project to higher centers including the n. praeeminen-
havior of a typical plastic E cell with simulations in which tialis dorsalis (nPd), which is the source of direct (not shown) and

indirect feedback to the ELL. Praeeminentialis multipolar cells (Mp)the ratio of plastic to nonplastic input to the feedback
project to granule cells (Gr) of the posterior eminentia granulariskernels (c value) was varied. Simulated responses to
(EGp), and the axons of these (cerebellar parallel fibers) providethe initial global stimulus (Figures 7A2–A4 [G1]) were
feedback excitation as well as disynaptic inhibition, via stellate cellsallowed to come to an equilibrium state where cancella-
(St), to the pyramidal cell apical dendrites.

tion of the global stimulus was relatively complete and (B) Model consisting of pyramidal cells of the same four types that
synaptic weights adopted a stable value. The local stim- project to feedback kernels, �E and �I, and receive both excitatory
ulus was then applied only to the simulated cells under and inhibitory feedback input from these kernels. The parameter,

c, ranges from 0 to 1 and specifies the ratio of plastic to nonplasticstudy for 100 s as in the in vivo experiments. As in
pyramidal cell output that projects to the feedback kernels. Seethe case of the in vivo experiments, the initial strong
Experimental Procedures for model description.responses to the G�L stimulus shows that the system
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Figure 7. Comparisons of In Vivo and Mod-
eled Pyramidal Cell Adaptive Plasticity

(A1) In vivo responses of an E cell during
global stimulation (G1), global plus local stim-
ulation (G�L), followed by global stimula-
tion (G2).
(A2–A4) Simulated pyramidal cell responses
to the same stimulation paradigm with differ-
ent ratios of plastic to nonplastic input to the
feedback kernels (c value).
(B) Comparisons of the time courses of plas-
ticity during global plus local stimulation
(G�L) and decay of negative image re-
sponses during global stimulation (G2) mea-
sured as phase histograms mean vectors
computed over consecutive 5 s epochs.
(C) Plots of goodness of fit (rms deviations)
of mean vectors of simulated responses to in
vivo responses as a function of c value.
(D) Comparisons of the time courses of spike
frequency changes during global plus local
stimulation (G�L) and during decay of nega-
tive image responses (G2) measured over
5 s epochs.
(E) Plots rms deviations of simulated spike
frequency from in vivo spike frequency as a
function of c value.
(F) Plots of changes in synaptic weight (WEI)
versus time for the indicated c values.
(G) Plots of time constants of synaptic weight
change as a function of c.

preserves sensitivity to novel stimuli even though re- each value of c and the in vivo data. The rate and extent
of cancellation of responses to the G�L stimulus mostsponses to the global, nonnovel stimulus have been

canceled. The local stimulus was then removed, reveal- closely match the in vivo data with c less than about
0.4 (Figure 7C, circles). Increasing c to 0.6 results ining negative image responses to the global stimulus

alone (Figures 7A2–7A4 [G2]). significant loss of the cancellation, and with c equal to
0.8, cancellation is virtually absent (Figure 7A4). TheBoth the ability of the cell to adaptively cancel the

G�L stimulus as well as the magnitude and duration of magnitude and time course of the negative image re-
sponses following removal of the local stimulus are wellthe negative image responses are sensitive to the value

of c (compare middle and lowest raster segments of matched to the in vivo data only with c � 0, i.e., when
feedback is exclusively driven by nonplastic cells (Fig-Figures 7A2–7A4). Mean vectors were computed for

consecutive 5 s epochs over the 100 s of the G�L stimu- ures 7A2–7A4 [G2] and 7B [G2], red trace). With higher
values of c, the time course of negative image decay islus and the subsequent global stimulus alone (Figure

7B). The goodness-of-fit of the simulations to the in vivo prolonged (Figure 7B [G2], green trace) resulting in larger
RMS deviations (Figure 7C, squares). When the outputdata was then estimated by calculating the root-mean-

square (rms) differences between simulation results for of plastic cells dominates input to the feedback kernel,
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only weak negative image responses are generated (Fig- amined using the more sensitive Neurobiotin technique
and confocal imaging. Injections of Neurobiotin into theures 7A4 [G2] and 7B, yellow).

Spike frequency was also monitored throughout ac- nPd strongly labeled only cells with small apical den-
drites and somata deep within the pyramidal cell layertual and simulated experiments. In vivo data (Figure

7D, blue) show an increase in firing rate that adapts (Figure 8A, arrows). These cells were identical to the
nonplastic small-dendrite cells identified by intracellularin response to G�L stimulation and a similar transient

increase when the stimulus is returned to global alone. labeling (Figure 3B9). The apical dendrites of these cells
ramified within the ventral molecular layer and theChanges in spike frequency for simulations with c rang-

ing from 0 to 0.4 match the in vivo data well, but as c deeper half of the dorsal molecular layer. Torus injec-
tions resulted in intense labeling of a diverse cell popula-values increase beyond 0.6, the rms deviations (Figure

7E) indicate growing mismatches. The transient spike tion with somata distributed throughout the pyramidal
cell layer. This population included cells with large apicalfrequency increases associated with the switches from

global alone to G�L stimulation and the switch back to dendrites traversing the full extent of the molecular lay-
ers (Figure 8B). Torus injections also filled deep cells;global are responses to presentations of novel stimuli.

With c � 0.8, these changes are drastically altered (Fig- however, their small dendrites were only weakly labeled
(Figure 8D, arrows). Torus and nPd injections also pro-ure 7D [G�L and G2], yellow). Thus, having the feedback

input predominantly driven by plastic pyramidal cells duced labeling in small nonbasilar cells located ventrally
within the pyramidal cell layer (Figures 8C and 8D, aster-not only results in deterioration of the adaptive cancella-

tion but also removes the transient changes in spike isks), likely corresponding to the nonplastic I cells.
Pressure injections of Neurobiotin to nPd also resultedfrequency that normally indicate the appearance of a

novel stimulus. in very weak labeling of a few superficial pyramidal cells
(Figure 8C, arrow). However, in these cases, the injectionExamples of the time course of changes in an example

synaptic weight, the descending excitatory input to I pipette passed through the TS, and low levels of Neuro-
biotin were observed to have diffused into that structure.cells (WEI, see Experimental Procedures), are shown in

Figure 7F, and two important attributes of these weights We conclude that the ELL projection to the nPd is mainly,
and perhaps entirely, from deep pyramidal cells, as pre-depend on c. First, the efficiency with which the cells

are able to cancel the initial global stimulus decreases dicted by our computational analysis. In contrast, all
morphological variants of pyramidal cells (plastic andwith increasing c values; synaptic weights are forced to

higher values before they become stable. Consequently, nonplastic) project to the torus semicircularis.
the weights must attain still higher values in order to
achieve cancellation of the G�L stimuli. Second, the Discussion
time course of weight changes during cancellation of
the G�L stimuli is prolonged as c increases. The plot The presence of nonplastic and plastic cells embedded
of the synaptic weight change time constant as a func- in a feedback network confers novel computational
tion of c (Figure 7G) summarizes this dependency. As properties on the network that are not apparent from
the ratio of plastic to nonplastic inputs to the feedback the physiology of these cells considered in isolation. We
kernels increases, the magnitude of weight changes have demonstrated that the ability of the plastic cells
necessary to cancel a given input increases, as does to attenuate responses to redundant patterns of sensory
the time necessary to achieve a given degree of cancel- input, without compromising sensitivity to novel stimuli,
lation. requires feedback information encoded by nonplastic

Overall, these simulations most closely match the ex- cells. The patterns of input that can be cancelled are of
perimental data when the input to the feedback kernel low spatial and temporal frequency (Bastian, 1996a),
is exclusively from the nonplastic cells. Increasing the and in principle this could be accomplished via response
proportion of input to the feedback kernel (nPd) carried adaptation utilizing feedforward mechanisms such as
by plastic cells compromises the efficiency of the can- balanced antagonistic center-surround receptive fields
cellation processes by forcing much larger changes in and common mode rejection. The plastic cells do have
synaptic weight, by slowing the rate at which cancella- antagonistic center surround receptive fields (Bastian
tion proceeds, and by altering the transient changes in et al., 2002); however, earlier studies demonstrated that
firing frequency due to the onset of novel stimuli. These functional feedback to the apical dendrites is necessary
modeling results predict that the ELL efferent projection for adaptive cancellation (Bastian, 1996a); thus, feedfor-
to the nPd should be predominantly, if not exclusively, ward mechanisms alone are not sufficient. In addition,
composed of axons of the nonplastic pyramidal cells, simulation studies of a similar system verified that can-
which are identifiable by their small apical dendrites. cellation mediated solely by common-mode rejection

mechanisms is very sensitive to mismatches of the sig-
nals provided by the antagonistic receptive field compo-Nonplastic Pyramidal Cells Project

to the n. praeeminentialis nents and that addition of a similar adaptive filtering
mechanism resulted in marked improvements in cancel-Earlier studies, using horseradish peroxidase transport,

identified the midbrain torus semicircularis (TS) and the lation (Nelson and Paulin, 1995). The adaptive nature of
the mechanism enables the system to perform well un-n. praeeminentialis dorsalis as the only targets of ELL

pyramidal cell axons (Maler et al., 1982) and raised the der a wide range of conditions including during growth
and development as well as following events that dam-possibility that a subset of the cells having the smallest

apical dendrites preferentially projected to the nPd (Bas- age or otherwise alter receptive field characteristics.
We have recently shown that unlike spatially redun-tian and Courtright, 1991). These projections were reex-
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Figure 8. Confocal Images of Retrogradely
Labeled ELL Pyramidal Cells

(A) nPd injections label small-dendrite pyra-
midal cells within the granule cell layer. Apical
dendrites extend through the VML and ramify
in the lower half of the DML (upper arrow)
and basilar dendrites ramify within the deep
fiber layer (lower arrow). The dashed line de-
marcates the boundary between the lower
DML (ipsi, input from ipsilateral EGp) and the
upper DML (contra, input from contralateral
EGp) (Sas and Maler, 1987). Weak antero-
grade labeling is also seen within the VML.
(B) TS injections strongly label superficial and
intermediate pyramidal cells; their dendrites
traverse the full dorsoventral extent of the
molecular layers. Smaller cells within the
granule cell layer are also labeled.
(C) Higher magnification of the small cells of
(A); arrow points to a weakly labeled more
superficial pyramidal cell. Asterisk indicates
small retrogradely labeled deep nonbasilar
pyramidal cell.
(D) Higher magnification of the cells of (B);
arrows indicate deep cells with basilar den-
drites and asterisk indicates deep nonbasilar
cell. DML, dorsal molecular layer; GCL, gran-
ule cell layer; PCL, pyramidal cell layer; VML,
ventral molecular layer.

dant stimuli of low temporal frequency, spatially identi- mechanism (Bastian, 1986b) requires that the steady-
state amplitude of the EOD be known, and this informa-cal stimuli of high frequency are transmitted well by

the plastic cells (Chacron et al., 2003). If feedforward tion is also encoded by the nonplastic pyramidal cells
(Bastian and Courtright, 1991). Thus, the nonplastic cellscommon mode rejection was a significant component

of the mechanism described here, we would expect provide information critical for efficient adaptive cancel-
lation as well as for other important electrosensory func-such signals to be attenuated as well. The adaptive

nature of the feedback cancellation mechanism may tions.
Although the mechanisms responsible for the varia-also provide a flexible method of reducing spatial redun-

dancy in a frequency-dependent manner; such selectiv- tions in plasticity seen across the pyramidal cell popula-
tion are not fully understood, analysis of membrane po-ity may not be possible with a classic antagonistic cen-

ter-surround mechanism. tential changes demonstrates that the small-dendrite
cells’ lack of plasticity is not due to ineffective dendriticRather than eliminating redundancy at early stages in

sensory processing as originally suggested by Attneave inputs. Instead, differences in the postsynaptic cells’
receptor characteristics and intracellular signaling sys-(1954) and Barlow (1961), a more effective strategy may

be to encode redundant or predictable information via a tems probably underlie this variability. This plasticity
requires functional NMDA receptors (J.B., unpublishedseparate channel (Barlow, 2001). This information, which

can be considered noise in some contexts, can be re- observations; Lewis and Maler, 2003) and is Ca2� depen-
dent (Bastian, 1998), and cells with different dendriticmoved from specific channels by suitable network oper-

ations, thereby enhancing sensitivity to novel events. structures vary with respect to Ca2�-dependent signal-
ing molecules. Large-dendrite cells strongly expressPreservation of the redundant information in indepen-

dent channels may also enable the animal to exploit the both IP3 and ryanodine receptor immunoreactivity. Cells
with intermediate dendritic size express only ryanodinepredictable components of the stimulus for other critical

operations. The adaptive plasticity and network archi- immunoreactivity, while cells with the smallest dendrites
express neither (Zupanc et al., 1992; Berman et al.,tecture described here accomplishes these tasks; spa-

tially redundant (global) information is preserved by the 1995).
All ELL pyramidal cells express the NR1 subunit of thenonplastic cells’ projection to the TS while the plastic

cells reject global stimulus components. Important com- NMDA receptor (Bottai et al., 1997, 1998), and feedback
pathway EPSPs to these cells have a prominent NMDAmunication behaviors of many weakly electric fish, the

jamming avoidance response (JAR), and the production receptor component (Berman et al., 2001). The NR2B
subunit of the NMDA receptor of Apteronotus has re-of chirps during mating and agonistic encounters require

that the fish analyze the predictable beats produced by cently been identified and shown to be highly homolo-
gous with mammalian NR2B, including the C-terminalthe interfering EODs (Heiligenberg, 1991). This would

not be possible if all ELL neurons rejected these periodic domains and CaMKII binding sites linked to the expres-
sion of synaptic plasticity (Harvey-Girard and Dunn,stimuli. ELL pyramidal cells also preserve their re-

sponses to electrolocation targets despite significant 2003). The NR2B subunit is also differentially expressed
among ELL pyramidal cells, with highest levels beingdecreases in overall EOD amplitude. This gain control
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were measured as the summed linear extent of all branches with afound in cells with the most extensive dendrites, signifi-
MetaMorph (Universal Imaging Corp.) image analysis system.cantly lower levels in cells with intermediate dendrites,

and undetectable in cells having the smallest dendrites
Tract Tracing Studies

(E. Harvey-Girard, personal communication). The NR2B Fish were anaesthetized with 0.2% MS-222. For the torus semicircu-
subunit appears to be an essential component of synap- laris (TS) injections, the rostral cerebellum was lifted and a glass

electrode with a clump of Neurobiotin (Vector Laboratories, Burl-tic plasticity in mammalian cortical pyramidal cells
ingame, CA) at its tip was inserted into the TS from its rostral aspect(Krapivinsky et al., 2003). We therefore hypothesize that
and left in place for about 10 s (n � 3). Similar injections into theCa2� entry via NMDA receptors plus Ca2�- and NR2B-
nucleus praeminentialis dorsalis (nPd) were made from its lateral

associated signaling cascades are critical constituents aspect at the surface of the brain (n � 3) (Maler et al., 1991; atlas
of the molecular machinery underlying pyramidal cell level 4). Glass micropipettes (broken to 20 �m) were backfilled with
adaptive plasticity; further, we propose that lack of the 10% Neurobiotin in 0.1 M potassium methylsulfate and lowered into

nPd through the TS (Maler et al., 1991; atlas level T5). PressureNR2B subunit and Ca2� signaling proteins accounts for
injections were made using a Picospritzer (n � 4). After 24 hr survival,the nonplastic nature of the small-dendrite cells. Addi-
the fish were deeply anesthetized and perfused with 4% paraformal-tional in vitro studies involving direct manipulation of
dehyde, 0.1% gluteraldehyde, 0.2% picric acid in 0.1 M PBS (pH

these intracellular signaling systems are needed to verify 7.4). The brains were removed and fixed overnight (without glutaral-
this hypothesis. dehyde, 4�C), then sectioned at 80 �m. Free-floating sections were

washed and incubated in Streptavidin conjugated to CY3 (1:100 inCortical pyramidal cells also display enormous varia-
1% normal goat serum, 1% BSA, 0.3% Triton-X, and PBS) for 48tion in dendritic structure (Haüsser and Mel, 2003), and
hr. Sections were then washed, mounted, and coverslipped.significant numbers of these neurons also lack Ca2�-

A series of 15–20 confocal images were obtained at a Z increment
dependent signaling proteins (CaMKII	; Jones et al., of 4 �m through clusters of retrogradely labeled cells (Zeiss LSM410)
1994) critical for long-term plasticity. Physiological stud- using 10� or 20� lenses. The stack of images was summed (NIH
ies demonstrate that large numbers of cortical pyramidal Image software) and the contrast optimized (Adobe Photoshop); no

further image enhancements were made.cells are not plastic (Hardingham et al., 2003). The rela-
tionships between the physiologically nonplastic corti-

Stimulationcal pyramidal cells, those lacking components of Ca2�-
The electric organ of Apteronotus consists of modified motoneu-

dependent signaling systems, and dendritic structure rons; hence, it remains intact during the neuromuscular blockade
remain to be established, as does the computational used in these experiments. The EOD waveform was measured via

Ag||AgCl wire electrodes positioned near the animal’s head and tailconsequences of having both plastic and nonplastic
(gain � 1000, filters set at 0.3 and 3 kHz, DAM50 amplifier, Worldpyramidal cells in cortex.
Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL). Electrosensory stimuli con-
sisted of amplitude modulations of the normal EOD produced by
adding an EOD mimic to the ongoing discharge. The EOD mimicExperimental Procedures
consisted of a train of single sinusoidal waveforms each triggered
at the zero-crossing of the head to tail EOD record, and hence, theThe weakly electric fish Apteronotus leptorhynchus was used in
mimic remained synchronized to the animal’s own discharge. Tothese studies. Fish were housed in groups of 3 to 10 in 150 liter
generate time-varying EOD AMs, the mimic was multiplied (MT3tanks at 26�C to 28�C with water resistivity from 2000 to 5000 
·cm.
multiplier, Tucker-Davis Technologies, Gainesville, FL) by a DC off-Experiments were carried out in a 39 � 44 � 12 cm deep Plexiglas
set 4 Hz sine wave. The resulting signal was passed through a stepaquarium with water recirculated from the animal’s home tank. Ani-
attenuator for controlling amplitude, isolated from ground (WPI A395mals were artificially respirated with a continuous water flow of 10
linear stimulus isolator), then applied to the animal with either ofml/min. Surgical techniques were the same as described previously
two geometries. With global geometry the stimulus was applied via(Bastian, 1996a, 1996b); all procedures were in accordance with the
Ag||AgCl electrodes approximately 19 cm lateral to either side of

University of Oklahoma animal care and use guidelines and the
the fish. This results in a relatively homogeneous change in EOD

University of Ottawa Animal Care Committee.
amplitude over the body surface on a given side of the fish. The
standard global stimulus had peak-to-peak amplitude of 300 �V/cm.
With the second, local geometry, stimulus signals were generated as

Recording and Single Cell Reconstructions
described above but delivered via a small stimulus dipole (76 �m

Extracellular single unit recordings were made with metal-filled mi-
stainless steel wires insulated except for their tips; tip spacing �

cropipettes (Frank and Becker, 1964). Recording sites, determined 8 mm). This dipole was carried by a computer-controlled 3-axis
from surface landmarks and recording depths, were limited to the positioning device that allowed placement of the dipole at any se-
lateral and centrolateral ELL segments. Intracellular recordings were lected site on, or lateral to, the skin surface. The resulting changes
made with sharp micropipettes filled with 2% neurobiotin in 1 M in EOD amplitude were measured within each cell’s receptive field
KCl (pH 7.6, 0.05 M tris). Electrode impedance ranged from 70 to center with a small dipole pair of Ag||AgCl electrodes (2 mm tip
150 M
. Extracellularly recorded spikes were detected with window spacing) oriented perpendicular to the animal’s skin and amplified
discriminators and time stamped (CED 1401-plus hardware and with a WPI DAM50 preamplifier (gain � 10,000; filters at 0.3 and 3
SpikeII software, resolution � 0.1 ms; Cambridge Electronic Design, kHz) and A-to-D converted at 10 kHz.
Cambridge, UK). Intracellularly recorded spikes were detected in The standard local stimulus produced a peak-to-peak AM approx-
the same manner, and membrane potential was A-to-D converted imately 5-fold greater than that due to the global stimulus. Re-
at 10 kHz. Cells were filled by passing positive DC offset sinusoidal sponses to sinusoidal amplitude modulation stimuli (SAM) were ac-
currents ranging from 0.5 to 2 nA for from 2 to 5 min. Following 1 cumulated as phase histograms and responses were quantified as
hr survival time, animals were deeply anesthetized (tricain methane the vector strength (Batschelet, 1981), which ranges from 0, when
sulfonate, MS-222), perfused with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, there is no phase relationship between the stimulus and response,
pH 7.4), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer, to 1 with perfect phase-locking. Micropressure injection of the non-
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde-30% sucrose in PB. Brains were NMDA glutamate antagonist CNQX (6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-
removed, postfixed overnight in paraformaldehyde-sucrose, then 2,3-dione) was accomplished as described by Bastian (1993).
embedded in gelatin (10% in 30% sucrose). After overnight fixation,
embedded brains were sectioned at 60 �m and incubated overnight Modeling
for peroxidase histochemistry (Vectastain Elite ABC, Vector Labs), Model Description
and labeling was visualized with Vector-SG. Reconstructions were We model the ELL pyramidal cell layer as a leaky integrate-and-

fire (LIF) neuron network (Dayan and Abbott, 2001) comprising 4Nproduced from camera lucida drawings. Apical dendritic lengths
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neurons. The membrane potential of neuron I is denoted by Vi. When mV, Vreset � �80 mV, � � �35 mV, � � 3.16 nA, 1 � 4 ms, 2 � 1
ms,  � 1 s, and � � 1.25 � 10�4 s�1. To model the differences inVi crosses a threshold �, a spike is said to occur and Vi is reset to

a value Vreset and is kept there during the absolute refractory period firing rates seen for NP and P cells, we used I0i � 3.5 nA and I0i �

3.0 nA for each group, respectively.Tr. 2N neurons are nonplastic, with N having E type responses (Enp)
and the other half having I type responses (Inp). The other 2N neurons Simulated Plasticity Experiment

The global stimulus was modeled as a sinusoidal modulation of theare plastic, with half having E type (Ep) and half having I type (Ip)
responses. The membrane potential Vi for nonplastic neurons is input current, with f � 4 Hz as in the in vivo experiments, for all

neurons in the network. We modeled the addition of the local stimu-governed by the following stochastic equation:
lus by modifying the amplitude of the input to only one member of
each group Enp, Ep, Ip, and Inp. Thus, cells not receiving the extraC

dVi

dt
� �gleak (Vi � Eleak) � Ioi � �i(t) � siIi(t),

local stimulus had Ii(t) � si A sin(2�ft) during the course of the
simulated plasticity experiment while cells receiving the local stimu-where gleak is the leak conductance, C is the membrane capacitance,
lus hadand Eleak is the leak reversal potential. We have si � 1 if neuron i

has E type response and si � �1 if it has I type response. I0i is a Ii(t) � si[A � �A]sin[2�ft) if 50 � t � 150 sec
Ii(t) � siAsin(2�ft) otherwise .constant baseline current. Ii(t) is the time varying stimulus to neuron

i, and �i(t) is a Gaussian random variable of zero mean and standard
We chose A � 2.7 nA and �A � 2.5 nA.deviation � that represents noise present in neuron i. We assume

that the noise sources are independent and identically distributed
Acknowledgmentsamong the neurons.
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dt
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